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Graham Stuart MP
meets to discuss
remote learning and
new opportunities
to emerge from
lockdown
Graham Stuart, MP for
Beverley and Holderness,
met virtually with Ms
Grant (spokesperson of
Secondary Heads of School)
and Executive Headteacher,
Mr Britton, to find out how
the schools are coping with
remote learning.
Laptops supplied by the Government
have been supplemented by those
already owned by the schools,
and pupils have used a variety of
devices to access lessons, including
smart TVs and games consoles. A
combination of recorded lessons,
messaging to teachers, live lectures,
live subject support sessions and
phone conversations with teachers
have helped to keep pupils moving
forwards.
Graham heard that main subject
lessons have been supplemented by
live lectures from York University,

The Deep aquarium in
Hull, museums and the
Royal Shakespeare Company
performances, enriching the
experience of the school day.
Graham said, “In the face of
coronavirus, it is great to see the
schools seizing opportunities to go
beyond the main curriculum to include
archaeology and marine life – while
keeping mainstream learning up to
the mark”.
Ms Grant said, “Staff and pupils have
risen to the major challenge of the
pandemic, with the support of parents
and the IT equipment supplied by the
Department for Education”.
Mr Britton said, “I would like to thank
our fantastic parents and pupils for all
their support in engaging with remote
education during the pandemic”.
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The Wonder Lectures
With these lectures we aim to celebrate a lifelong love of learning and to offer the breadth
and engagement of a truly holistic education. Focusing on the curriculum and beyond, the
topics focus on a particular period in history, author or person who has transformed our
world and influenced others through their work. This live programme complements the
existing programme available online but aims to provide variety to our existing programme
of learning and activities, so children and parents can come together to share and enjoy
learning at key times within the week.

Week beginning the 1st March

We are very aware that given the current restrictions, the field trips and even family visits
that we would undertake in normal times are not possible and so a range of guest speakers
liveWonder
from various
locations such
Thehosted
Deep alsoon
aimMy
to provide
a virtual
visit or children
As always, the
Lectures
willasbe
Learning
following
theinbroadcast.
lockdown.
Forthcoming lectures, among many others include:

Thursday, 4th March, 2:00pm:

• York Archaeological Trust – Warriors and Raiding – Wednesday 27th January
Julian Olive: •Running
the ofYork
Theatre
Royal
A Live Stream
Michael
Morpurgo's
Shakespeare Retold: Macbeth from the RSC –
Friday 29th January
• The Deep - Jellyfish: marvellous medusozoan – Wednesday 3rd January

Friday, 5th March, 11:00am:
Links to each event will be shared with pupils and parents via ClassCharts; each event has a different

Mr Clarke:link.
PE Fitness Circuits

If you have missed a lecture you can still enjoy them on the My Learning home page.

Friday, 5th March, 2:00pm:
Mrs Lawson: The Value of Creativity
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A selection of the excellent work being
completed at home by our pupils and students
Miss Jenkins wanted to celebrate this original art work completed by Hannah Clark who is a
member of her Year 11 form group.
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Mrs Shearing was impressed by the care taken by Phoebe-Sophie Wood in Year 10 in her work on the
ten Obligatory Acts in Shi’a Islam as part of the GCSE topic on Muslim Beliefs.
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Mr Chapman’s Year 9
Media Studies group has
again demonstrated their
talent with some superb
photographic images
reflecting the theme of
Nature.

Katie Thompson

Marissa Murr
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Lily Gibbens
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Mrs Geary loved this persuasive poster produced by Imogen Pearson in Year 7.
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Finally, Miss Russell wanted to
highlight some exceptional work
by Charlotte Burn and Alistair
Jennings who are members of
her Year 13 Psychology group
looking at the symptoms of
Schizophrenia, linked to a study
of the film: ‘A Beautiful Mind’.
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JOIN US
We are an ambitious Sixth Form, and we invite all of our students to be ambitious too. Being ambitious
means a great deal. Clearly it means to expect the best from ourselves. We set high targets at the
Sixth Form because we want the best for our students. We are small enough to be able to ensure
students have the coaching they need to achieve those targets. We know our students well enough as
individuals to help them tackle the barriers that might prevent them making the best progress possible.
Consequently, results achieved by our young people have improved year on year and are within the top
ten percent of students nationally.
But being ambitious means more than just high targets for your exams. It means being ambitious
for the future, for your next destinations – whether that be securing an offer from a Russell Group
University or Oxbridge place – or a pathway to a career you are passionate about. We coach each
young person through their application process to the next stage of their education and training – each
student will have a named person who they can speak to and get advice from. This involves guiding
students with their choice of course and personal statement and whether it be a dream to go into a
career in medicine and healthcare, accountancy, or journalism, being ambitious means to tenaciously
pursue the future that you want.
But being ambitious has more merit – it is more than just your next stages. It is part of the character
and value that we build and encourage. It means taking chances and seizing opportunities. We offer
a huge number of fantastic opportunities to our students, for example being part of the Peter Jones
Foundation. As part of this partnership we have access to national competitions and enterprise activities
– including Sixth Form students having access to funds to start their own business. Our students often
begin their work within this partnership feeling nervous, particularly about competing with young
people they have never met.
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Our students are

ACHIEVING

LIFE-CHANGING

RESULTS

However, a year into this partnership, three students won the Institute for Fiscal Studies Student Share
investor challenge.
Four students won the Time2Resource York Global Enterprise Competition.
A further three won the Levi Roots Flash Challenge.
Four more won the Pet to it Flash Challenge.
It was their creativity, their passion, but fundamentally their willingness to seize opportunity that enabled
them to succeed. That is being ambitious, and that is what we encourage all of our students to aspire
to.

To apply for a place, complete our initial
application form which can be found here:

APPLY HERE
Sixth Form Prospectus - Click Here
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Mathematics

Mathematics A Level is a highly valued
qualification. It is a great first step for a
wide variety of careers. It supports success
in other subjects, for example, Physics,
Chemistry, Biology, Computer Science,
Geography and Psychology. You will study
aspects of Pure Mathematics, Mechanics
and Statistics with an emphasis on
problem solving and using mathematics
to model real life problems. You will also
learn how to use technology (calculators,
graphing software and spreadsheets)
effectively to help with both pure and
applied mathematics.
Pure Mathematics focuses on the key skills to
success in the applied modules and other subjects.
Topics include calculus (differentiation and
integration), algebra, geometry, graphs, series,
functions, trigonometry and vectors. Mechanics
studies mathematical modelling, vectors, kinematics,
dynamics, statics and moments. Mechanics is
particularly useful to students who are also studying
Physics or considering a career in engineering.
Statistics includes work on sampling, probability,
correlation, regression, normal distribution, discrete
random variables, histograms and hypothesis testing.
You should have a grade 7, 8 or 9 at GCSE to be well
prepared for success in Mathematics. If you have a
grade 6 or even a grade 7 at GCSE, you will need to
accept advice from your teachers and be prepared to
work extremely hard throughout Year 12.
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Further
Mathematics

Further Mathematics A level is an
increasingly popular subject. Further
Mathematics
builds
on
A
Level
Mathematics, so students who choose to
study Further Mathematics will also have
to take the A Level Mathematics course.
It is an enjoyable, interesting and rewarding subject
that is highly regarded by universities. It helps to
improve your understanding of A Level Mathematics
(and other subjects, like the Sciences and Computer
Science), resulting in improved grades in the other
subjects too. You will study some Further Pure
Mathematics and there is an element of choice
between Further Mechanics, Further Statistics and
Decision Mathematics. Further Pure includes the
study of complex numbers, matrices, hyperbolic
functions and polar coordinates as well as taking the
pure topics studied in A Level maths to the next level.
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Physics

What are Quarks, Leptons and Neutrinos
and how do they interact with the
fundamental laws of the Universe? How
did the work of Einstein, Newton and
Faraday change our world? How light can
behave as both a particle and a wave. If
you want the chance to investigate and
understand some of the fundamental laws
of the Universe and find out many real-life
applications of physics theory then A Level
Physics is the course for you.
WHAT WILL I STUDY & LEARN?
Year 1 is split into 5 sections: measurements and their
errors; particles and radiation; waves; mechanics and
materials; electricity. Year 2 is split into 4 sections:
further mechanics and thermal physics; fields and
their consequences; nuclear physics; engineering
physics. Physics is not only a fascinating subject
to study at this level, it is also very highly regarded
by universities and employers who recognise that
studying Physics develops practical analytical and
logical problem-solving skills. A Level Physics is
essential or highly desirable in many different careers
and professions. These include: Civil Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering,
Systems
Engineering,
Architecture,
Geology,
Geophysics, Medicine, Veterinary science.
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Contact info
To visit our new Sixth Form site, read the
prospectus, and watch our Sixth Form and subject
videos:

Enter the Sixth Form Portal via the school website

www.woldgate.net

Or phone to speak to the Sixth Form Team

07790 987009

@EYSixthForm
eysixthform

Achieve your

FULL
POTENTIAL
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Executive
Headteacher’s Welcome

Following the announcement by the Prime Minister on Monday evening we are proceeding to
reopen our school to all pupils from the week commencing 8th March 2021. As parents will be
aware, we have already created a test centre on our school site for all of our children, to ensure
that upon their return we can ensure those children who are asymptomatic (not showing any
symptoms but have the virus) can be tested and identified, to help protect our community. The
process of testing is optional and you may decide not to have your child tested. Children who are
showing symptoms should not attend school or our school test centre, but make an appointment
to attend one of the national ‘PCR’ test centres. The symptoms in children include a cough, high
temperature or a loss or change to their sense of smell or taste. It should though be noted, that
not all of our children who have tested positive have exhibited all of these symptoms, as has been
found nationally. If you feel your child is not quite themselves, has a runny nose, feels lethargic, has
muscle aches or gastrointestinal symptoms - such as diarrhoea, vomiting and abdominal cramps,
then please do seek medical advice.
I am very grateful to colleagues, parents and volunteers who have sought to ensure our test centres are operational and
although the process of creating a testing centre on the school site has brought its challenges, I do hope having this facility
will help our community. I also appreciate the patience of parents and children in supporting this process and the school, to
achieve its goal and to try to minimise the risk to our community upon reopening.
As schools reopen we will be continuing to maintain our ‘bubbles’ and would ask for your support in ensuring children of
different age groups do not mix socially outside of school and that national guidance is followed, therefore, minimising the
risk to your child and other children, colleagues and our wider community.
I would like, as the return to school approaches, to thank our fabulous parents and colleagues, who overnight as we entered
the New Year, found themselves home schooling or teaching lessons remotely. As a parent and a teacher, I know well the
challenges of both – I am so very grateful to all who sought to offer kindness, support, volunteered and brought
Cont. Over
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positive challenge throughout this time.
Although the reopening of schools will need to
be managed very carefully, I am truly excited
to be returning to a degree of normality and
hopeful that this will be the very last time we
need to close our school buildings to our wider
community. It has, of course, been a pleasure
to welcome our Critical worker children and our
most vulnerable, but like family, I’m truly missing
seeing our children every-day.

Careers Update
Mr Barrett writes:

Finally, I would like to thank all of those who
have facilitated our Wonder Lectures. Although I
have no desire to repeat remote home learning,
we have over these last few months developed
a learning platform that has huge potential I
feel for the future. We’ll be looking to develop
opportunities with the Royal Shakespeare
Company, The Deep, York Archaeological
Society, York University and the Peter Jones
Foundation, to maintain and establish more links
in the future. Thank you to all who made this
possible.

WiME (Women into Manufacturing and Engineering) is a Humber
based programme led by industry to drive positive change in terms
of gender balance in the workplace.

Do have a good weekend.

In the STARS folder in the KS4 area of My Learning, there is now an
ever increasing range of careers information, advice, and guidance
videos for pupils and students to watch. There are videos relating
to Post 16 and 18 options as well as a range of videos profiling a
number of industries, many with a local significance.

Women make up less than 10% of the UK engineering workforce
and this is a sector with a significant skills gap. Their aim is to
challenge the stereotypes that drive this and inspire girls to
consider careers in these industries.
To this end, and to tie in with National Careers Week - 1st to 5th
March, they have produced a wide range of videos which highlight
the various opportunities within this sector in the Humber region.
These videos can be watched either by going to the Green Port Hull
YouTube channel or by going to https://www.logonmoveon.co.uk/
advice/ and clicking on the ‘Employer Related Activities’ section.

Mr J Britton
Executive Headteacher

Regarding Correspondence
From the School Office
Please can we ask that replies to texts or InTouch messages are
made to office@woldgate.net not back to capita SIMS.
If replies are made to SIMS then contact details are not included in
the message - resulting in a delay in our response time.
Also, if you are aware that you are not getting correspondence via
email or text message, please let us know via office@woldgate.net
and your details will be checked and amended where necessary.
Thank you.
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Year 9 Parents:
Change of date for diphtheria/polio/tetanus or the
meningitis A/C/W/Y vaccine for Year 9.

New date - 24th March
These immunisations were due to have taken place on the 10th March. As this is
the return to school week we have rescheduled it to take place on 24th March.
If you have already completed the online consent, you do not need to do it again.
To give consent, please complete the online consent form by following this link:
https://www.nhsimms.uk/TDIPVACWY/
information?Id=143588&Type=TDIPVACWY
(Please note this link will expire on 19th March)
If your child has already had both the diphtheria/polio/tetanus and the
meningitis A/C/W/Y vaccine since Sept 2020 please disregard this message.
If you have any questions or problems accessing the link, please contact the
immunisation team on 0333 358 3397 (option 9 then option 2)
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Main Street
Melbourne
York
YO42 4QE
Tel: 01759
318369

Melbourne Primary School is part of the Wolds Learning Partnership. The Local Governing

Melbourne Primary School is part of the Wolds Learning Partnership.
The to
Local
Body
atparent
Melbourne
PrimaryareSchool
has a
looking
recruitGoverning
parent governors
as all
governor vacancies
full.
vacancy for a Governor – at this time we are not looking to recruit
Governors play a key role in the school. Working as a team to provide support and challenge
parent governors as all parent governor vacancies are full.
Body at Melbourne Primary School has a vacancy for a Governor – at this time we are not

and influencing strategies. We are hoping that members of the community will nominate
themselves
or others
by contributing
ideas andWorking
influencingas
decision
making.
Governors
playand
a help
keyusrole
in the school.
a team
to

provide support and challenge and influencing strategies. We are
hoping
that
members
thea community
will nominate themselves
directly
to talk
informally
aboutof
being
School Governor.
or others and help us by contributing ideas and influencing decision
The Local Governing Body is made up of parents, teachers and other members of the
making.
community. Twice per term the Governing Body meets to support the work of the school, and
Outlines of procedures for nominations are set out below but please feel free to contact me

together with the Head of School is responsible for making sure that the school provides a

Outlines of procedures for nominations are set out below but
please feel free to contact me directly to talk informally about
If you
would
like to become
a Governor please contact me using the following email
being
a School
Governor.
good standard of education for pupils.

address: kfoxton@mcps.org.uk

The Local Governing Body is made up of parents, teachers and
other members of the community. Twice per term the Governing
Body meets to support the work of the school, and together with
the Head of School is responsible for making sure that the school
provides a good standard of education for pupils.
If you would like to become a Governor please contact me using the
following email address: kfoxton@mcps.org.uk.
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Key Dates
Autumn Term 2020
Wednesday 9 September
– Friday 23 October
Monday 2 November
– Friday 18 December
Spring Term 2021
Monday 4 January
– Friday 12 February

I would like to thank you for your
support during these challenging
times – and especially in the face of
changing guidance. As you will be
aware we had hoped to begin testing
prior to the 8th of March with the
intention of bringing all children back
into school. However, the guidance
published on Monday indicated
that this would not be possible and
this was reflected in my letter that
evening.

However, I am delighted
to inform you that the
government has now
authorised testing prior to
the 8th of March and so we
will commence testing next
week with the aim of bringing
all children back into school
as quickly as possible. I will
be writing to you shortly with
the date of your child’s first
test and their start date back
in school.

Please note, as indicated in my
letter earlier this week, that our
Training Day will take place on the
5th of March to enable us to test
colleagues, set up classrooms and
resources, update risk assessments
and prepare for classroom provision
to recommence after over two
months away. There will be no inschool provision on the 5th of March.
The guidance indicates that exam
classes are to be prioritised for first
testing but all pupils and students
will be in school as soon as possible,
even if this means some staggering
to the return. I would like to reassure
you that home learning will continue
for children until the moment they
enter the classroom – though please
note, as indicated in my letter earlier
this week, that our Training Day will
take place on the 5th of March to
enable us to test colleagues, set up
classrooms and resources, update
risk assessments and prepare for
classroom provision to recommence
after over two months away.
Cont. Over
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Monday 22 February
– Friday 26 March
Summer Term 2021
Monday 12 April
– Friday 28 May
Bank Holiday
Monday 3 May
(schools closed
on this date)
Monday 7 June
– Friday 23 July.
Staff Training Days
Monday 7 September 2020
Tuesday 8 September 2020
Friday 5th March 2021
Monday 12 April 2021
Monday 26 July 2021
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There will be some changes to our site and to our routines
to reflect the latest guidance and I will outline those in next
week’s newsletter.
As you prepare for your child’s return I would like to thank
you for your continued support throughout this period
of home learning. When purchasing any new equipment
for your child for their return, please bear in mind the
following:
Face masks. Face masks are now compulsory for those
eligible to wear them in corridors and communal areas
but also for secondary school pupils and students, in
classrooms. This has been outlined as a temporary measure
but I do not underestimate how uncomfortable it can be to
wear an ill-fitting face mask for a long period of time. We do
have a supply of disposable masks for children whose masks
break during the day and rest assured that if your child
forgets theirs we will provide one to ensure that they do
not go the day without one. However, choosing a mask for
your child that fits them well is now more important than
ever.
We are happy for you to select one for your child by size
and design but please do ensure that the mask is of simple
design, without novelty images or other decorations that
would not be suitable for a school setting.
Uniform and shoes. Uniform has continued to be worn
in school – and throughout both lockdowns. Uniform has
always been important for so many reasons: to create
the right ethos, pride in our community, and to ensure
that children from all backgrounds and family incomes
are placed on an equal footing without pressure to buy
designer or expensive clothes. It is more important now
than ever in creating a familiar, structured routine for your
children. To that end, do please check to ensure you have all
necessary uniform items.
Children grow quickly and shoes are often the quickest
item to be replaced. A reminder, please, that the school
uniform calls for black leather shoes. If your child needs
to wear trainers for medical reasons, please supply a note
to that effect. I am aware that various sports outlets sell
trainers marketed as school shoes. While this allows them
to extend the appeal of their trainers to a wider audience,
trainers carry logos and logos carry connotations of cost. A
purpose of uniform is to take away the pressure for children
to wear these often more expensive items. Plain black

www.woldgate.net
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shoes are functional and can be bought for a wide range
of budgets. For this reason, designer or sporting hoodies
are not permitted to be worn under blazers. Comfortable,
warm school jumpers are available if your child would like an
additional layer of clothing in school.
A reminder, please, that we do not permit bright or
unnatural hair colouring for pupils in school and so if your
child has taken the opportunity to dye their hair or try other
extreme hair styles while not in school, please do remind
them to address this now prior to their return.
If the current challenging circumstances have made it
difficult to afford any aspects of the uniform, please do
contact your child’s care and achievement coordinator and
we will do all we can to support.
If for any reason your child needs to attend school for
a fixed period of time in clothing that is not part of our
school uniform, this should be accompanied by a note
and notification via phone or email to their Care and
Achievement Coordinator.
Coats. As we enter – hopefully – warmer spring weather
we will be reopening the field provided that it is not
waterlogged at breaktimes and lunchtimes to allow pupils
and students to enjoy some fresh air. Please do ensure they
have a coat with them on cooler days.
Food and water bottles. Drinking fountains – by the nature
of their communal use – are not in use in school and so
please do encourage your child to bring a water bottle in to
school. We will continue to offer a food service in school but
a reminder that this is a reduced offer.
Many thanks for your continued support – and I look
forward to a return to the normal routine for our
community.
Warmest congratulations this week go to Lillie Cole in Year
7, Amelia Bottom in Year 8, Keeley Stiffell in Year 9, Ethan
Brown in Year 10, Bonnie McLean in Year 11, Aimee Harper
in Year 12, and Molly Cook in Year 13 for earning the Head
of School award this week.
Best wishes.
Mr G Davies
Head of School
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Safeguarding at
Woldgate School

Mr Sloman writes:

How to build your confidence
and self-esteem
As we look forward to returning to school, it
is natural to feel both excitement and nerves.
After weeks of home learning, it is normal to
feel like you need a confidence boost and build
up your self-esteem ready to return, and there
are lots of ways you can do this:
Bring out the best in you
Self-esteem is how you think and feel about yourself. Being
confident means being comfortable with how you look and
how you feel. And it means feeling good about yourself,
your abilities and your thoughts.
Sometimes your confidence can go up and down depending
on the situation you’re in. You might be really outgoing
outside of school but be really shy in class. This is
completely normal. Building up your confidence can take
time. Taking small steps can often lead to a big change. And
you don’t have to do it on your own.
Act as if you already have confidence
Whenever you wish that you had a certain quality, practise
acting ‘as if’ you already had that quality. If you want to look

more confident, practise walking with your head upright or
wear a bright colour.
If you’re shy, you could talk to someone at school who you
haven’t spoken to before. These things can seem scary
at first. But after you’ve done it once, you’ll slowly gain
the confidence to do it again and eventually, it will come
naturally.
Look at yourself differently
No matter how low you feel, try to find one thing that you
like about yourself. It could be your hair, your sense of
humour, your excellent taste in music, or your football skills.
Once you’ve made that start, you can begin to think of more
things and create a positive image of yourself.
Watch your words
Sometimes the way you say something can make a big
difference to how you feel, and what others think of you.
Take a few moments before you answer a question - this
can help you feel more confident about what
Cont. Over
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you’re saying.
If you are not sure, ask to repeat the
question or say you don’t understand.
Don’t pretend to know. Try using words
like ‘yes’ and ‘no’ instead of ‘sort of’ and
‘not really’. This can make you sound
more clear and confident.
Eat better, feel better
Look after yourself physically. It can
really make you more confident. Eating
healthily and doing exercise can make
a big difference. Try not to eat a lot of
processed food like crisps, chocolate and
ready meals. And don’t drink too much
coffee. Instead, choose fresh fruit and
vegetables and drink plenty of water.
By looking after yourself this way, you
will naturally feel better and have more
energy.
Be kind
Help a friend or do a little task without
being asked. Phone someone who you
haven’t spoken to in a while. Bake a cake
or cook a meal for someone. Offer to
walk a neighbour’s dog or volunteer for a
charity. Helping others can make you feel
appreciated and valued. Find out more
about helping a friend.
Mr L Sloman
Deputy Headteacher
Head of Care and Achievement
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Notice for
Year 9 on
Page 17

Ms Minton writes:
It was fantastic to host our first transition event of this academic year on the last
day of half term. Our Trust primary schools joined with us to take a virtual journey
to the shark and ray tank housed at The Deep in Hull and to find out more about these
amazing creatures. It was a chance to not only introduce pupils to the values and ethos here at
Woldgate School but also to offer an enriching extra-curricular experience like no other. We look
forward to opening up other experiences to all of our feeder primaries over the coming weeks.

A note from Ms Minton to all Year 6 pupils and
parents hoping to join us in September…
Hello to all our Year 6 pupils (and all those who will be supporting
them in this process) A massive welcome to Woldgate School!! It’s
so lovely to be able to have the opportunity to introduce myself as
Head of Lower School here at Woldgate and to hopefully make you
feel really eager to join us here in September.
Transition is the process of moving from primary to secondary and
for some of you this might feel incredibly exciting and for others
it may seem quite daunting at the moment. I think it’s totally ok to
feel either way; it is a
massive step but one that I know we are going to make together.
My job is to make sure that you feel supported in this process, so you will
hopefully get to know me better over the next few months. I will also be
introducing you to lots of other staff here who will be important in your
transition. If you haven’t done so already, please do log onto our transition
website- details of how to do this have been sent out by your primary schools.
This site is full of useful resources including a number of videos that
Cont. Over
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on it like a sample timetable, lunch menu - which I
know a lot of you will be desperate to have a look
at - an extensive list of extra-curricular opportunities
like Sports Clubs, Cookery Club, Arts and Crafts
Club, Swing Band and Debating Club, as well as
sample lesson activities, like you will be given here at
Woldgate.

Have a go at the activities; there’s Maths, English as well as History,
Geography and a wide range of others designed to give you a flavour
of being a Year 7. Please do explore the site, as it gives you a feeling
of what our community is like and just how welcome you are going
to be here!
Over the next few weeks, I will also be setting a number of
challenges and it would be amazing if you can rise to those (if you
take a look at the bottom of the transition website, you will see
some photos of the Great Woldgate Bake Off that our current Year
7 pupils took part in over the summer and I hope you’ll agree, their
efforts were phenomenal. You might even spot my little effort too
if you look hard enough. Keep a close eye on the website for more
information about these challenges- if you can tweet your entries,
it would be amazing as I can then re-tweet them and we can start
to get to see what everyone is doing. At Woldgate we love to celebrate amazing work and one of our core values is that
everything we do, we try to do to the very best of our ability.
I’m so excited to get to know each and every one of you over the next few months and to see all of your hard work.
Ms A Minton
Head of Lower School
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Mrs Atkinson writes:
As we continue to prepare for
your safe return to school, we do
hope that your level of excitement is as great
as ours. Most of you will not have set foot on
site in 2021, but we are confident that, as you
did in September, you will fall into the routines
and follow all the guidelines necessary to keep
everyone safe. The buzz in the playground and
the corridors has been notably absent and we
know how much you have missed being with
your friends.
We are looking forward to getting you back to the
classroom, to say ‘hello’ in person and then, continue to
work with you to fulfil the commitments in the curriculum.
We know that so many of you have worked so hard, despite
all the challenges that you have faced. Know that we
are proud of the commitment that you have shown and
that we will continue to recognise and praise you for this
commitment and love of learning.
It is important that on your return, that we all are
prepared. Please begin to check that you have all your basic
equipment and bags are at the ready. You may also want
to check that your uniforms fit! I have seen a few of you
and you have stretched, so you may need longer trousers
or skirts, and bigger shoes! Please arrange for any new
purchases so that we turn up to school, looking smart.
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Parents, please note that the options process for Year 9 is
coming up soon. They will also be starting the Maths GCSE
course after the Easter Holidays. On their return to school,
pupils will have their end of Key Stage 3 assessments during
the week beginning 15th March. This will consist of three
assessments, including a non-calculator written exam, a
calculator written exam, and a mental mathematics exam.
This will assess them on all the skills and content covered
in Key Stage 3. They can help to make sure that they are
prepared for these assessments by completing the online
work set by their teacher and using www.mymaths.co.uk,
on any topics they need help with. They should have all the
necessary mathematical equipment for these assessments
including a pencil, ruler, protractor, compass, and a
calculator. If they have any questions, they can ask their
teacher during their first week back at school.
Please continue to check in with us during the pastoral
sessions, and with staff, during the academic support
sessions. It is also important that Year 11 pupils continue
the application process for their next steps with A Levels
and BTEC courses and know, that we are available to offer
advice on this.
Keep yourselves safe; we look forward to having you all
back very soon.
Mrs I Atkinson
Head of Upper School
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Mrs Lawson writes:
I hope all of our students and
families were able to find time
to rest and relax over half-term.
Despite lockdown, it was a very busy half-term,
particularly for our Year 13 students who were
finishing UCAS applications and attending
virtual interviews. It has been wonderful to hear
from students at the Sixth Form pastoral drop-in
sessions about the offers that they have received
and the interviews that they have attended. As
universities continue to send out offers, I want
to offer some guidance to our students, parents
and carers about next steps.

UCAS – next steps
Firstly - do not panic if you haven’t heard anything from any/
all of your universities yet. Some institutions take longer than
others, some will want to interview, some are managing
large volumes of applications - and this year it will all be
done remotely which will slow things down for all. Keep
positive and keep patient.
If you receive any unsuccessful offers, again try not to be
despondent. Staff at school are not able to ask for feedback
for you (due to GDPR as we are not named on your
application) but you are welcome to speak with university
admissions teams for feedback. Remember, you only need

one offer to come through, you apply to 5 but will ultimately
end up turning down 4!
Unconditional offers are very exciting, but still make up the
small minority of offers received. Well done if you get one!
However, please don’t feel forced to take it up just because
it’s unconditional. If it’s not the one you want, don’t feel
pressured. The same goes with universities that offer you
reduced grades for entry if you make them your first choice
– if they would have been your first choice anyway then
this is fantastic, but don’t make them your first choice just
because of this.
Interviews - if your subject isn’t a traditional interview
subject (eg. not a healthcare based subject) or a university
that doesn’t usually interview, you are unlikely to be called
to interview. However, some institutions will run them
and these are likely to be informal chats, and part of their
marketing strategy to reach out to applicants in a crowded
market.

Once you have all your offers - what’s next?
The next step is to whittle your choices down to two. This
is where you choose your FIRM and INSURANCE. On results
day, if all goes as planned you will get the grades you need
and be accepted into your firm (aka first) choice Uni. If you
miss the entry requirements for your firm, but meet the
Cont over >
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No offers?
If you don’t receive any offers - you can enter something
called UCAS extra. If this applies to you, don’t worry - please
speak with Mrs Lawson or Mrs Bourne. You can still apply to
Universities with places!

Insurance choice - Swansea - BBB
Are there benefits to responding early?
Any other remaining Uni offers are then rejected.

Medical students
The majority of you will have been encouraged to choose
options with a range of entry requirements for this purpose.
However, there are some courses where there is little
difference (eg Medicine).
In this instance - make your firm your number 1 choice and
EITHER
A) your non-medical choice your back up (eg your biomed)

Yes and no - this is a very personal decision for you. Give it
good thought and consideration whatever you decide. Once
it is done, it’s very hard to modify your choices so make sure
you are happy with your selections. If you are very set on
where you want to go, replying early might benefit you as
it’s one less thing to think about - once it’s done, it’s done!
Do not feel pressured by Universities or your peers, or the
worry about accommodation. Universities have substantial
amounts of accommodation, especially this year with
fewer international applicants and some natural uncertainty
associated with covid-19. You will not miss out if you don’t
respond immediately.

OR
Student Finance
B) another medical school. There is some risk here - if it’s
the same grades (eg AAA) and you miss the firm, you may
also be rejected from your insurance and then have to enter
clearing. However, your insurance may consider you. If you
have medical schools with differing entry requirements (eg
A*AA and AAA) this solves the problem a little bit for you.
For specific advice relevant to you and your choices please
speak to Mrs Lawson or Mrs Bourne.
Make sure that your insurance choice is one you would be
happy to go to if you do not get into your firm choice. By
selecting it as a back-up you are making a commitment to
go there. Your deadline to make your decision will be on
your UCAS track.

@EYSixthForm

Student Finance applications open later in March and we
will be sending our more information about this in due
course. If you would like to get ready to apply, please visit
https://studentfinance.campaign.gov.uk/
Finally, you may have read my article a few weeks ago where
I wrote about the inspirational Jasmine Harrison from Thirsk
who was rowing the Atlantic Ocean solo. She has now
completed this challenge and become the youngest ever
female to row the Atlantic. Amazing!
Mrs K Lawson
Head of Sixth Form
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Mrs Geary writes:
Gong xi fa cai (恭喜发财)
or Happy New Year! Chinese
New Year is a festival of huge
celebration. Technically it’s a week, determined
by the lunar calendar but it always falls in late
January to mid-February. Legend has it that
a long time ago, in China, the Jade Emperor
decided that there should be a way to measure
time. He told the animals they were to compete
in a race. The first twelve animals would be
rewarded by having a year named after them.
The winner was the Rat, followed by the Ox.
Therefore, each new year has an animal name in
a 12 year cycle and people born in the year are
said to have certain attributes.

sister Michelle,
who is in Year
8, to describe
Chinese New Year in more detail; I was impressed with the
way that they have risen to the challenge.
People born in the Year of the Ox are strong, reliable, fair
and conscientious, inspiring confidence in others. They are
also calm, patient, methodical and can be trusted. Perhaps
we could all be a little more like the ox, regardless of when
we were born?
Mrs S Geary
Head of Inclusion

This system has been used alongside the lunar calendar for
well over 2,000 years. The Chinese New Year begins on the
first new moon that appears between 21st January and
20th February.
This year, the New Year started on 12th February and it is
the year of the Ox.
In lessons, Leo Chi from Year 9 explained a little of how
Chinese people celebrate New Year, so I asked Leo and his
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Rewards
Acts of Great

Our school motto is ‘Everything you do should be worthy of great merit, character
and value’, and every day our pupils’ efforts, contributions and achievements are
recognised with rewards that reflect these values. Our pupils understand these
core values as being the foundation of successful learning, and a successful life,
and each of the rewards holds a special significance:

MERIT

154,927

CHARACTER
VALUE

15,304

TOTAL
HOUSE
POINTS:

8,165

34,355

House Points
Every pupil belongs to one of our five Houses, representing our local countryside. Pupils can be awarded House points for
exceptional contributions to school life, and for participating in House competitions and events, and all rewards contribute to
each House reward total:

House rewards since September:

39,909

39,447
41,199

44,041
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Acts of Great Merit

Acts of Great Value

The quality of being particularly good or worthy, especially
deserving of praise or reward. For example, the production
of an outstanding piece of classwork, home learning or an
outstanding assessment outcome.

The principles or standards of conduct we work to; those
acts and skills that are valued by our wider society. For
instance, the ability to demonstrate emotional intelligence,
to communicate effectively or be a leader of a team.

The pupils with the highest Great Merit awards this week
are:

The pupils with the highest Great Value awards this week
are:

Year 7:		

Emilia Motiejunaite

Year 7:		

Sam Vasey

Year 8:		

Samuel Kelly

Year 8:

Matthew Richardson

Year 9:		

Isabella Shelton

Year 9:

Pollyanna Busfield Currie

Year 10:

Bradley Towse

Year 10:

Harvey Tinson

Year 11:

Edgar Thompson

Year 11:

Elena Gogean

Year 12:

Flo Fitzpatrick

Year 12:

Luke Watson

Year 13:

Yasmine Katib

Year 13:

Madelaine Hodgson

Acts of Great Character
The moral qualities that define an individual. For example,
demonstrating kindness, offering support or actively
engaging with the wider community.
The pupils with the highest Great Character awards this
week are:
Year 7:		

Rupert Sawyer

Year 8:		

Rebecca Horsley

Year 9:		

Angelina Langley

Year 10:

Chris Young

Year 11:

Michael Artemiou

Year 12:

Isabella Aaltio

Year 13:

Thomas Wiggins
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Please discuss these values with
your child, and do regularly look at
your child’s rewards on the
ClassCharts Parents’ App.
Every week, our Newsletter
and weekly pupil briefing
highlights examples of our pupils
demonstrating each of these
values, and we encourage all of
our pupils to embody each of these
values in everything they do.
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Care and Achievement
Coordinators

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Mrs S Clark

Miss G Parkin

Mr M Elwers

07790 987139

07790 987137

07790 987131

sclark@woldgate.net

gparkin@woldgate.net

melwers@woldgate.net

Year 10

Year 11

Sixth Form

Miss S Black

Mrs C Wright

Mrs R Bourne

07790 987142

07790 987007

07790 987009

sblack@woldgate.net

cwright@woldgate.net

rbourne@woldgate.net
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